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MARGO BISTIS is a European cultural historian, independent curator and adjunct professor of humanities
at Art Center College of Design.  Her publications included essays on Henri Bergson, modernism and
caricature.  In 2003, she assisted in the curating of Comic Art:  The Paris Salon in Caricature at the Getty
Research Institute.

AARON DRAKE is a composer, curator and performer living in Los Angeles.  His education quickly runs as
such: Bachelor of Music from San Francisco State University (Josh Levine, Ronald Caltabiano and Carlos
Sanchez-Gutierrez), music exchange to the Staatliche Hochschule für Musik in Trossingen Germany
(Norbert Fröhlich and Mark Randall-Osborn at the Schloss Solitude), Master of Arts from the California
Institute of the Arts (Mark Trayle, Michael Pisaro and David Rosenboom). 

Aside from his compositional work, Drake's experience includes an interest in interdisciplinary projects.
His projects have included improvisational composition for theater, collaborative art pieces with visual
artists and scoring film.  Apart from performing regularly, Aaron's works have been presented at many
notable festivals, galleries and museums including the Orange County Museum of Art, the Andrew Kreps
Gallery (NYC), the ZKM, the Darmstadt Summer Courses, ProvFlux, REDCAT, International Computer
Music Conference, the Bent Festival, the International Society of Improvised Music, FLOOD's
SoundWalk, Radio Hessen (H3)  and the Sea and Space Explorations.

NORMAN KLEIN is a cultural critic, urban and media historian, novelist and professor of critical studies at
California Institute of the Arts.  His books include The History of Forgetting: Los Angeles and the Erasure of

Memory; Seven Minutes: The Life and Death of the American Animated Cartoon; The Vatican to Vegas: The

History of Special Effects; Freud in Coney Island and Other Tales; and the database novel Bleeding Through:

Layers of Los Angeles, 1920-86.  In 2008-2010, Klein has contracted to complete three projects: the second
edition of The History of Forgetting; a novel about LA/NY in the fifties (more broadly 1909-1960); and a
study on the history of the present (media, cities and power, 1973-2009). 

ANDREAS KRATKY is an interface designer, independent media artist and adjunct professor of interactive
media at the University of Southern California.  His works include award-winning projects like the
interactive costume projection The Jew of Malta, the database novel Bleeding Through: Layers of Los Angeles,

1920-86 and the interactive installations Soft Cinema- Navigating the Database and Title TK . 

KARI RAE SEEKINS is a sound designer and composer currently living in the Los Angeles area.  She
obtained her MFA in Sound Design and Integrated Media from CalArts in 2008 and her BFA in Design for
the Theatre and Electroacoustic Composition from Concordia University in Montreal, in 2005.  Her
strengths and primary interests in sound design lie in the creation of original sounds and in complete
soundscapes which combine sound FX, ambiences and music as one entity. 

In the past year, Kari's sound designs and compositions have shown in various museums and festivals
throughout the world including ZKM Center for Art and media, REDCAT, the International film festivals
of Vienna, Rome, and New Zealand, The KROK international Animation Festival and the upcoming AFI
film festival in Los Angeles. 


